July 2018 - Los Angeles ACA Intergroup Meeting on 7/1/2018
In attendance: Rose, Guy, Stephen, Ashok, and Iris (Jonathan & [John - Palm Desert] by phone)
The meeting was started with a prayer.
Rose lead the meeting.
Connected to the call, via Jabra, for the second time. Both callers were able to hear.
Treasurer’s Report - Ashok
Ashok stated that we currently have $213.00 in our account. Ashok attempted to pay Guy back for
purchasing the Jabra. Guy stated that he was already paid back, in cash, by Libby. We do not have a report
in regards to any PayPal Donations via website.
Webmaster’s Report - Guy
The website had 1,163 Unique Visitors in June, up from 663 Unique Visitors in June, 2017. Guy still
has not found away to post phone meetings. Guy was told by Stephan that the Chapter 8 Workshop Flyer
was not working for him. Guy said he would look into it and email the flyer to Stephan.
Literature Report - Libby (She was not at the meeting)
The ACA Red Books, Yellow Books, and Daily Affirmations Books are in her custody. They are
located at SHARE!’s Main Office.
Social Media Report - Rose
We are getting lots of interest regarding sponsorship. However, no sponsors have stepped up. We are at
a plateau. Currently, we have nothing to offer. Not very active with the account. Need photos for Instagram.
It is a closed page. Can create a group on Facebook.
New Business - All
Stephen wants to create a speaker’s meeting in the Los Angeles area. He wants it modeled after a
meeting in Santa Barbara. Discussion about such.
Guy wants to create packets to send to meetings to tell them about LA Intergroup. He has revised his
proposal to make it a postcard mailing instead. It will be much cheaper and more effective. Discussion about
such.
Rose proposes a flyer to be sent out about Los Angeles Intergroup. For example, a poster with a lost
child with a mirror attached and mention our own loving parent.
Ashok proposes a slogan for Intergroup.
All discuss the poster idea. We can contact each meeting center to put up the poster. We can either
email or snail mail the poster to each meeting location. We don’t have to change the date.
Guy proposes a Fall Mountain Retreat Scholarship. We don’t currently have the financial resources to
do this. Stephen states that the Pasadena Meeting, on Friday Night, has a FMR Scholarship Lottery.
John (Palm Desert) has a directory of the meetings in Riverside. He will email them to the Webmaster.
Rose talked about the AA Southbay Round-Up. It is at the end of August. Rose could reach out to them
about Intergroup attending. We need to ask for permission. There is discussion about cost, cost of booth,
cost of a pinata, can we do this extra work? Is it worth our time and energy?

New Business (continued) - All
Ashok asks about the other positions we need filled in Intergroup. Rose states we need: Chair, VP Chair,
Literature, and a scribe. We need to grow the group. The flyer will help with this.
Rose discusses the flyer creation with the group. Group discusses flyer. Ashok starts to write down on
piece of paper what we want on the flyer. Jonathan (on phone) states his wife is a graphic artist and could
assist in its creation. Guy will contact and coordinate with Jonathan after the meeting. Group continues to
discuss and brainstorm ideas for the poster.
All, lead by Rose, discuss having a sponsorship class. The idea is to send questions to sponsees via
email. We send out each step by email for sponsee to answer. There is concern about workload. Vote is
passed for Stepping Stone.
Meeting adjourned with a prayer.

NEXT INTERGROUP MEETING TO BE HELD SUNDAY AUGUST 5, 2018

